LJK

Joined: 22 Feb 2013

Some suggestions to add to the list to be tried some time (never before tried by TT).

The first 2 have both Indian and Italian.

Taj Am Campeon:

http://www.taj-am-campeon.de/

Same owner also has Bei Gino's am Sportstadl, bigger menu than Taj due to fire regulations apparently:

http://www.sportstadl-beingno.de/

Suhag in St Martinstt, run by same family as Sangeet and Sangam:

http://www.sangam-on.html/suhag.html

Just suggestions. I wouldn't like anyone to think I was attempting any sort of coup de curry nights!!

---

Julian Stacey

Joined: 27 Sep 2010

Metolf's venue was valid, it complied with the nomination form.

Nobbling a venue discourages assistant organisers & attendance.

At http://www.toystowngermany.com/curnight/

- There's no admission of, or naming of hereditary dictator.
- Moderators are not listed to cast extra weight on venue selection.
- No mention of Wednesday before deadline to get agreement of dictator

Change practice to match the form, or change the form to match practice.